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"One of the challenges of modern business education, and one to which we devote great attention at
Regent’s, is the incorporation into mainstream academic curricula of the values of diversity and
initiative. EUWIIN International 2015, celebrating women and their entrepreneurial achievements,
could not be more in tune with the Faculty of Business and Management’s own mission."
Prof. Jose F. Machado, PVC and Dean Pro Vice Chancellor and Dean of Business & Management
Professor José Ferreira Machado was confirmed unanimously as the new Pro Vice Chancellor and
Dean of the Faculty of Business and Management.
José is a very experienced Dean. He has been the Dean of the Nova Business School in Lisbon, the top
school in Portugal and one of the top thirty in Europe, for the last ten years, the maximum term
permissible. He transformed an Economics department at Nova University into a recognised Business
School with international appeal, repositioning Nova and emphasising its unique geographic location.
He has been the driving force behind gaining triple accreditation for Nova and believes that this is a
direction to be pursued at Regent’s. He is also keen to continue the review of the programme portfolio
that has already commenced in the faculty. He believes that the Faculty top priority should be to ensure
that students an outstanding learning experience, academically wise a as well as experientially wise.
In addition to his work in Portugal and the EU as a whole, Jose has international knowledge and
connections and has experience of multi-school cooperation and boards via CEMS (consortium of 27
top Business Schools worldwide). He has cooperated extensively with accreditation agencies such as
AACSB or EFMD. He has already started to develop thoughts about new international markets for the
Faculty.
Professor Machado is a top scholar holding a PhD in Economics by the University of Illinois at
Urbana-Champaign, U.S.A. and an Agregação (Habilitation) in Statistics and Econometrics by
Universidade NOVA de Lisboa. José Machado is a member of the Editorial Boards of Empirical
Economics and the Portuguese Economic Journal and has published his scientific research in some of
the top journals of his field namely, Journal of the American Statistical Society, Journal of
Econometrics, Journal of Applied Econometrics, Econometric Theory, European Economic Review,
Empirical Economics, Economic Letters and Oxford Bulletin of Economics and Statistics.
His most influential piece of research is ”Counterfactual Decomposition of Changes in Wage
Distributions using Quantile Regression”, (joint work with José Mata), published in Journal of Applied
Econometrics 20, 2005.

